
Action Scene Theater
Welcome to Action Scene Theater.  This is a 
narration game for two players meant to do one 
thing:  unleash a long, brutal, ground-covering, 
breathtaking, non-stop action scene between two 
incomprehensibly tough, determined and violent 
people.  What they’re fighting for is probably 
totally justified, and what keeps them going is 
certainly beyond our ability to understand.  What’s 
clear is simple:  these two will not stop until their 
bodies are utterly destroyed.

No Guns, No Swords, No Problem
In this game there are no weapons, no guns, 
and no allies that will aid you.  This is a single, 
knock-down, drag out fist fight.  You might utilize 
furniture, or objects that can be conjured by the 
Scene, but you won’t be so lucky as to find a .45 
and just end the fight in a quick double tap to the 
head.  This game is about taking the enemy down 
one punch at a time.

What You Need To Play:

Two people 
with enough 
imagination 
to imagine an 
ongoing fight 
scene that 
rivals Jackie 
Chan, Bruce Willis 
and Gina Carano 
combined.

A deck of cards, sans the Jokers

What is the objective of the game?

There is no real objective, and you can’t really win 
by tactics.  The goal of play is to have fun narrating 
a vicious, jaw-dropping fight, the likes of which 
would make Hollywood jealous.  If you both do 
that, and you both have fun, you both win.

Setting the Stage
Flip over a Card.  This is the scene, or the starting 
Stage upon which you epic battle begins.
The Suit represents the general location and 
what’s going on there:

[ Dive Bar { Wedding

] Skyscraper } Funeral

If you drew a Number card, that’s how many 
people are present.  Take that number times 10 
and you have the crowd currently nearby (unless 
it’s a dive bar, then just take the numbers straight).

If you drew a Face card, consider it a ten, but 
there’s also someone else of power there:

K - An elder you both Respect
Q - A leader or dignitary of world renown
J - Someone you both love, torn between you

If you drew an A then the fight is already going 
when you set the stage, and you both topple into 
the scene bloodied and beaten from brawling your 
way into this moment.

NOW BOTH DRAW A CARD, AND WHOEVER HAS 
THE LOWEST GOES FIRST.

Draw again to break ties.

How to Make your Badass
Start by drawing one card each.
The Suit is what kind of Badass you are:

[ Soldier { Martial Artist

] Animal } Street Brawler

If you drew a Number card, that’s how many years 
you’ve had vendetta with the other player.

If you drew a Face card, this is the person that 
they murdered when you were but a child, driving 
you to plot vengeance for decades:

King - your Father or Mentor
Queen - your Mother or Mentor
Jack - your sibling or dog or best car

If you drew an A then you’ve never met this 
person before, but it was long prophesied before 
you were both born that you would face each 
other in single combat, one ending the other for 
certain, perhaps not in this fight, but someday.

Now think of a LOOK based on the origin of your 
rivalry.  Describe your body type, what clothes 
you’re wearing, and what your attitude is like.

Finally you pick a NAME for yourself, and give the 
other player a NICKNAME starting with “the.”  Your 
name is your name, and the name starting with 
“The” is the reputation of your opponent.

Once you both know your vendetta, your cool look, 
what their name is, and what your reputation is, 
it’s time to set the Scene.
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Action Scene Theater
Repeat COUNTER ATTACKS against each other 
until one of these two things happen:

You don’t have a Counter Attack or Combo 
Attack high enough to raise the STANDARD

One Player runs out of Cards.

When this happens the Stage is Finished and it’s 
time to start a new one.

Keep the HIGHEST CARD IN YOUR REMAINING 
HAND as a GRIEVOUS WOUND.  All cards 
representing Grievous Wounds are removed from 
the deck for the remainder of play, and placed 
before the character who suffers them.

Step Three:  NEW STAGE
BEFORE EACH STAGE:
Shuffle the cards, maybe a few times
Deal each player 7 cards

Whoever has the most Harm goes first and does 
their OPENING ATTACK, which leads to COUNTER 
ATTACKS until the Stage is finished.

Whoever has the least Harm describes the new 
Stage the fight ends up in.  Feel free to make up 
your own or pick from this list:

A Construction Site.
An Oil Refinery.
A passing Ferry or Sail Barge.
A busy highway.
A Semi Truck Trailer on a busy highway.
A crowded office park.
A burning office park.
A Zoo.
A burning Zoo.
A burning Semi Truck Trailer at the Zoo.

If you can’t deal out 7 cards to each player, deal an 
equal amount of cards to each.  When there are 
one or zero cards left in the deck, the game is over.

FINAL STEP:  THE WALK AWAY

When the final cards are dealt, tally up the total 
value of all GRIEVOUS WOUNDS cards.  The player 
with the lowest score limps away consciously, 
assuming the other player is dead.  The player with 
the highest score is left to wake up suddenly after 
the other player is gone, and then they can also 
crawl away to safety.

Narrate an epilogue about how the feud continues, 
and what happens to everyone involved.

Step One:  OPENING ATTACK
Player who Starts the Scene plays:
THE LOWEST CARD IN THEIR HAND.

As you play a card, describe your attack.

The Suit is what kind of Badassery you display:

[ Precise { Practiced

] Unexpected } Brutal

The Number on the Card is now the STANDARD, 
number cards are all worth their number.

Jacks = 11, Queens = 12 and Kings = 13
Aces = 14, OR they can be played as a Plus One 
added to another card.

Step Two:  COUNTER ATTACKS
Respond to ATTACKS and COUNTER ATTACKS by: 
PLAYING THE LOWEST CARD IN YOUR HAND 
that is EQUAL TO OR HIGHER THAN THE 
CURRENT STANDARD.  This card becomes the 
new Standard.

BLOCKING:
When you play a card of equal value, you are 
BLOCKING the other players described actions.  
When you do this you can play a second card that 
is the lowest card in your hand, but is higher 
than the card you used to block with.

COMBO ATTACKS:
At your option you can COMBO ATTACK, this 
means playing two cards that are greater than 
the current STANDARD when added together.  The 
lower card becomes the new STANDARD, but if the 
other player can COUNTER ATTACK that Combo, 
you keep that card as GRIEVOUS WOUNDS.

DESCRIBING THE FIGHT:
Nothing you describe will actually take down your 
opponent  The fight will go on until the cards are 
gone.  So don’t narrate fatal or crippling blows.
For each exchange, incorporate details like:

[ SoundFX or Smack Talk { Blood, Spit and Harm

] Tumbling or Grappling } Property Damage

For Number Cards, the higher the number, means 
throw more stuff happens, the fewer, the harder.

For Face Cards, You can incorporate a temporary 
weapon of some kind based on the Stage:

King - The Furniture or Machinery nearby
Queen - Large Objects or High Ground
Jack - Small Objects or Debris

If you Play an A then this Stage is instantly 
finished, and you both tumble into a new one.


